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Abstract
Geopolymer concrete reinforced with glass-fibre-reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars can provide
a construction system with high durability, high sustainability, and adequate strength. Few
studies deal with the combined use of these materials, and this has been the key motivation of
this undertaking. In this study, the flexural strength and serviceability performance of the
geopolymer concrete beams reinforced with GFRP bars were evaluated under a four-point
static bending test. The parameters investigated were nominal bar diameter, reinforcement
ratio, and anchorage system. Based on the experimental results, the bar diameter had no
significant effect on the flexural performance of the beams. Generally, the serviceability
performance of a beam is enhanced when the reinforcement ratio increases. The mechanical
interlock and friction forces provided by the sand coating was adequate to secure an effective
bond between the GFRP bars and the geopolymer concrete. Generally, the ACI 4401.R-06 and
CSA S806-12 prediction equations underestimate the beam strength. The bending-moment
capacity of the tested beams was higher than that of FRP-reinforced concrete beams from the
previous studies.
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1. Introduction
Reinforced concrete (RC) is one of the most commonly used composite materials in the
construction of roads, bridges, buildings, and other civil infrastructures. The demand for this
material is expected to increase in the future owing to the rise of infrastructure needs in many
developing and industrialised countries. In fact, it is estimated that the total global
infrastructure demand amounts to USD 4.0 trillion with a gap of at least USD 1.0 trillion per
year [1]. Due to the serviceability and economic issues owing to the costly repair and
rehabilitation of damaged RC structures caused by the corrosion of the steel bars and the
sustainability issue owing to the extremely resource- and energy-intensive process of producing
steel and cement materials, however, many engineers and researchers have sought viable
alternatives. Among the solutions that are currently being employed are replacing cementbased concrete with geopolymer concrete and replacing steel bars with fibre-reinforced
polymer (FRP) bars. Neither, however, can solve the issues altogether.
Geopolymer concrete is considered as a highly sustainable material since it can be
manufactured from industrial waste materials that are rich in silica and alumina, like fly ash
and blast-furnace slag. A number of studies have shown that geopolymer concrete has
properties making it suitable as a construction material [2-5]. On the other hand, aside from
being innately corrosion resistant, FRP bars are lightweight, electromechanically neutral, and
fatigue- and chemical-resistant, as well as having high tensile-strength properties [6-8]. Given
the advantages of these materials, their combined use should yield a durable, cost-effective,
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and sustainable construction system. As the demand for the rehabilitation of existing RC
structures and the construction of new infrastructure increases, accompanied with the mounting
fly-ash production mainly in China, India and Australia [9], there is an urgent need for a
thorough investigation of the proposed system so as to increase its uptake in the construction
industry.
Generally, the behaviour of concrete beams reinforced with FRP bars (FRP-RC) is
different from the traditional RC beams in many ways, mainly because of the differences
between the physical and mechanical properties of FRP and steel reinforcements [10]. First,
FRP-RC beams exhibit lower serviceability performance owing to the lower modulus of
elasticity of FRP bars compared to steel bars [11-13]. Secondly, FRP-RC beams are usually
designed as over-reinforced because concrete crushing failure is less brittle and less
catastrophic compared to FRP rupture failure owing to the rigid and brittle behaviour of FRP
bars. Lastly, since the surface geometries and mechanical features of FRP bars are different
from steel bars, they bond differently to concrete than steel bars. Some researchers [14-16]
predicted the structural behaviour of the FRP-RC system using the existing equations
developed for the conventional RC with some modifications to account for these differences.
The flexural performance of steel-reinforced geopolymer concrete (S-RGC) beams is
found to be superior even to traditional RC beams. Rangan et al. [17] stated that the behaviour
and strength of fly-ash-based RGC beams are similar to those of beams made with Portland
cement and suggested that the current design provisions can be used to design fly-ash
geopolymer-concrete structural members. Some researchers [9, 18, 19] reported, however, that
S-RGC beams have better load-carrying capacity, mainly because of the enhanced mechanical
properties of geopolymer concrete compared to conventional concrete of the same grade. This
enhancement can be attributed to the better bonding of geopolymer paste compared to cement
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paste [9]. Even though the strength is different, the load-deflection characteristics, crack
patterns, and failure modes of RGC beams are analogous to RC beams [18, 19].
While there are numerous references in the literature about the strength and
serviceability performance of FRP-RC and S-RGC beams, few studies have investigated the
behaviour of geopolymer concrete beams reinforced with FRP bars, which is the novelty of
this research. The direct pullout test conducted by Maranan et al. [20] showed an adequate
bond between glass-fibre-reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars and geopolymer concrete resulting
from the mechanical interlock and friction force provided by the sand coating on the surface of
the GFRP bars indicating their suitability as reinforcement to geopolymer concrete. In this
study, the strength and serviceability performance of the geopolymer concrete beams
reinforced with GFRP bars were evaluated with a four-point static bending test. The parameters
investigated were the nominal bar diameter, the reinforcement ratio, and the anchorage system.

2. Experimental Program

2.1. Materials
2.1.1. Geopolymer Concrete
The geopolymer concrete used in this study was a commercially produced concrete with a
proprietary mixture. The geopolymer concrete mix was composed of fine and medium sands,
10 mm and 20 mm coarse aggregates, design water, plasticizer, and a geopolymer paste
produced from the chemical activation of two industrial by-products (Class F fly ash and blast
furnace slag) using an alkaline liquid. Four 100 mm diameter by 200 mm high geopolymer
concrete cylinders were subjected to compression test. Figure 1 shows the compression stressstrain curves of the geopolymer concrete. The average compressive strength and modulus of
elasticity of the 28-day geopolymer concrete were 38.2 MPa and 38.5 GPa, respectively.
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Furthermore, the modulus of rupture test of four geopolymer concrete prisms with a crosssectional area of 75 mm by 75 mm and a length 250 mm yielded an average value of 3.86 MPa.
This value was computed using Equation 7 in Table 8.

2.1.2. GFRP Bars
The GFRP bars used in this study were provided by V-ROD® Australia [8] and were
manufactured by pultrusion process of E-glass fibres impregnated in modified vinyl ester resin.
High modulus (HM) GFRP bars (Grade III, CSA S807-10) of varying nominal diameters were
considered in this study (Figure 2): 12.7 mm, 15.9 mm, and 19.0 mm nominal diameter sandcoated GFRP bars with fibre contents in percent by weight of 84.1, 83.9, and 84, respectively
[21]. Straight (without anchor head) and headed (with anchor head) GFRP bars were used to
investigate the influence of the anchorage system on the flexural behaviour of the specimens.
The guaranteed properties of GFRP bars as reported by the manufacturer [21] are given in
Table 1. The tensile strength and elastic modulus were calculated using nominal cross-sectional
area. For the purpose of comparison, 16.0 mm deformed steel bars were utilised as longitudinal
reinforcement in one of the tested beams. Table 2 presents the mechanical properties of the
steel bar.

2.2. Test Specimens
Five GFRP-reinforced and one steel-reinforced geopolymer concrete beams (the control
specimen) were fabricated and tested. The beams had nominal dimensions of 200 mm wide,
400 mm deep, and 3100 mm long. Figure 3 gives the cross-sectional geometry and
reinforcement details of the beams. Two 12.7 mm diameter GFRP bars were used for
compression-zone reinforcement. The beams were also provided with 9.53 mm diameter GFRP
stirrups spaced at 100 mm on-centres. The test parameters were nominal bar diameter,
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longitudinal tensile reinforcement ratio, and anchorage system. Table 3 summarises the label
and classification of the tested beams. The specimens were designated based on the type and
amount of bottom longitudinal reinforcement. The first two letters indicate the reinforcement
type such as SG for straight GFRP bars (without anchor head), HG for headed GFRP bars (with
anchor head), and DS for deformed steel bars. The abbreviation RGC stands for “reinforced
geopolymer concrete” followed by a numeral that specifies the number of bottom bars. The last
numeral represents the corresponding nominal bar diameter. For example, the specimen
identified as SG-RGC-2-19.0 means that it is a geopolymer concrete beam reinforced with two
19.0 mm diameter straight GFRP bars. In this study, Equations 1 (3) and 2 (4), recommended
by CSA-S806-12 [22] and ACI 440.1R-06 [23] (ACI 318-08 [24]), were used to calculate the
actual reinforcement ratios ρf (ρs) and the balanced reinforcement ratios ρfb (ρb), respectively,
of the geopolymer concrete beams reinforced with GFRP bars (steel bars). Table 8 provides
these equations. The equivalent rectangular stress-block factors, α1 and β1, were calculated
from Equation 5 for CSA code and from Equation 6 for ACI code, both equations can be found
also in Table 8. SG-RGC and HG-RGC beams were designed as over-reinforced (ρf /ρfb > 1.0),
while DS-RGC beam was designed as under-reinforced (ρs /ρb < 1.0). The ultimate strains were
assumed equivalent to 0.0035 and 0.003, as per CSA and ACI, respectively.

2.3. Test Setup and Procedure
The four-point static bending test was employed to investigate the flexural performance of
geopolymer concrete beams reinforced with GFRP and steel bars. Figure 4 shows the test setup
and schematic diagram. The load was gradually applied over a simply supported beam with a
clear span and a shear span of 2900 mm and 1100 mm, respectively, through a spreader I-beam
using a 2000 kN capacity hydraulic jack at a rate of approximately 3 mm/min. A laser-opticaldisplacement (LOD) device was placed at midspan to monitor the deflection. In addition, the
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beams were instrumented with electrical-resistance strain gauges at midspan—bonded to the
top surface of the geopolymer concrete and on the top and bottom reinforcement—to measure
the longitudinal strains during loading. The strain gauges and sensor were connected to a dataacquisition unit to record their readings continuously.

3. Test Results and Observations

This section summarises the experimental results, including the load–deflection relationship,
mode of failure, flexural capacity, midspan deflection, strains in the bars and geopolymer
concrete, and cracking behaviour of the tested beams.

3.1. Load–Deflection Relationship
Figure 5 shows the relationships between the experimental bending load and the midspan
deflection of SG-RGC and HG-RGC. Generally, the load–deflection curves of SG-RGC have
three segments, differing from the typical two-segment curves observed in previous studies
[25, 26] for FRP-reinforced concrete, and an unloading curve segment. The first segment is a
steep linear branch wherein the deflection increases linearly with the applied load. This phase
represented the beam’s uncracked condition and was identical for all the tested beams because,
at this stage, the load-carrying capacity of the beam was governed predominantly by the
geopolymer concrete properties. When the applied load exceeded the geopolymer concrete’s
tensile strength, vertical cracks appeared at the bottom within the constant moment zone,
reducing the beam stiffness. This marked the beginning of the cracked condition of the beam,
represented by the second and third segments of the curve. The second segment is composed
of an almost linear response up to the peak compressive strain of the geopolymer concrete,
followed by a nonlinear response up until the geopolymer concrete crushing failure in the
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compression zone. The observed nonlinearity was caused by either the extensive cracking at
the bottom or the extensive crushing of the geopolymer concrete and not due to yielding of
GFRP bars [27, 28]. As the figure shows, the stiffness of the second segment is similar for
beams with the same reinforcement ratio. The slope, however, increases as the amount of
reinforcement increases. These findings seem to be consistent with the results obtained in FRPreinforced concrete beams [26, 29, 30]. Afterwards, a sudden load drop occurred, indicating
that concrete crushing failure had transpired. Interestingly, the beams did not readily lose their
load-carrying capacity after this failure; instead, they continued to sustain additional loads. This
behaviour can be attributed to the confinement effect provided by the GFRP stirrups that
enhanced the beam ductility and strength. This section represents the third segment of the
curve, which has a lower flexural stiffness owing to the initiation of failure in GFRP bars. To
avoid any mishaps, the maximum applied load was limited to a magnitude marginally lower
than the capacity of the load applicator. Similarly, the behaviour during load removal was
recorded to create an unloading curve. This tends to show the elastic characteristic of the beams
at higher loads, even after exhibiting nonlinear behaviour or even after the concrete crushing
failure. On the other hand, the load–deflection relationship of HG-RGC is comparable to that
of SG-RGC with similar amount of reinforcements. Noting that the bars are fully bonded in
geopolymer concrete, this result corroborates with the findings of Maranan et al. [31] , which
stated that, as the embedment length increases, the bond strength of the straight and headed
GFRP bars become analogous to each other.
DS-RGC also yielded a three-segment load–deflection curve, with a different postcracking nature, and an unloading curve. As can be anticipated, the second segment slope of
this beam is steeper compared to those reinforced with GFRP bars owing to the higher modulus
of elasticity of the steel bars. As the applied load exceeded the yield strength of the steel bar, a
typical yielding plateau occurred: this designates the third segment of the curve. SG-RGC and
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HG-RGC did not exhibit this plastic behaviour. Upon the removal of the applied load, an
unyielding curve occurred, but the residual deflection of this beam was much higher than that
of SG-RGC and HG-RGC.

3.2. Mode of Failure
Table 4 summarises the observed failure modes of the tested beams. As depicted in Figure 6,
the over-reinforced SG-RGC and HG-RGC failed in flexure due to geopolymer concrete
crushing in the compression zone. The ACI 440.1R-06 and CSA S806-12 codes recommend
this mode of failure for any concrete beams reinforced with FRP bars since this type of failure
is more gradual, less brittle, and less catastrophic with higher deformability compared to the
tensile rupture of FRP bars [32, 33]. On the other hand, Figure 7 shows that the underreinforced DS-RGC also failed in flexure but steel yielding induced the failure. Since all the
tested beams failed according to their intended failure, it can be deduced that the beams were
designed satisfactorily.

3.3. Flexural Capacity
3.3.1. Cracking moment
The loads at which the first crack appeared were recorded during the experiment and were
verified from the load–deflection and moment–strain relationships. Table 4 presents the
experimental cracking moment Mcr-exp of the tested beams. Nearly similar Mcr-exp values were
obtained because this parameter mainly depends on the geopolymer concrete tensile strength.
The average Mcr-exp was 10.9 kN-m that translates to a modulus of rupture fr of 3.64 MPa, which
is comparable to the fr (3.86 MPa) of the geopolymer concrete prisms.
3.3.2. At service condition
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In this study, two benchmarks were employed to determine the bending-moment capacity at
service condition Ms-exp. The first criterion was based on ISIS-07 [34], which defines the Ms-exp
as the bending-moment that corresponds to a tensile-strain of 2000 με in the reinforcement.
Using this principle, the Ms-exp of SG-RGC and HG-RGC were relatively comparable with each
other with an average value of 26.2 kN-m. The Ms-exp of DS-RGC, however, was 1.85 times
higher than that of SG-RGC and HG-RGC because of the higher elastic modulus of steel bars
compared with GFRP bars. The second criterion was based on Bischoff et al.’s [35]
recommendation wherein the Ms-exp is approximated as 30% of the beam’s bending-moment
capacity at failure (0.3Mu-exp). All beams reinforced with GFRP bars, except SG-RGC-2-19.0,
recorded comparable Ms-exp values. Based on this criterion, however, DS-RGC yielded a lower
Ms-exp compared with SG-RGC and HG-RGC due to its lower Mu-exp.
3.3.3. At failure
Table 4 provides the experimental bending-moment capacity Mu-exp of SG-RGC and HG-RGC
at geopolymer concrete crushing failure and of DS-RGC at steel yielding. The Mu-exp of SGRGC-2-19.0 (91.4 kN-m), SG-RGC-3-15.9 (104.8 kN-m), SG-RGC-4-12.7 (96.1 kN-m), SGRGC-5-15.9 (99.3kN-m), and HG-RGC-3-15.9 105.0 kN-m were relatively equivalent to each
other. The slight variation can be attributed to the intrinsic nonhomogeneous and anisotropic
characteristic of the geopolymer concrete. On the other hand, the early yielding of steel bars
prior to geopolymer concrete crushing failure resulted in a lower Mu-exp for DS-RGC-3-16.0
(85.4kN-m) compared with SG-RGC and HG-RGC having similar ρf, thereby showing the
superiority of the GFRP bars over the steel bars in terms of load-carrying capacity.
3.3.4. At peak
All the tested beams continued to carry additional loads after the concrete crushing failure,
yielding another peak named as peak bending-moment capacity Mpeak-exp in this study. The
Mpeak-exp of SG-RGC-2-19.0, SG-RGC-3-15.9, and SG-RGC-4-12.7 were 110.1 kN-m, 104.7
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kN-m, and 109.3kN-m, respectively. The initial 25 mm gap between the beam and the load
applicator yielded a relatively lower Mpeak-exp for SG-RGC-3-15.9 compared with the other
beams. The 113.8 kN-m and 118.9 kN-m Mpeak-exp of HG-RGC-3-15.9 and SG-RGC-5-15.9
were slightly higher than that of SG-RGC-3-15.9. Nevertheless, the Mpeak-exp of the former
beams could be much higher than that of the latter beam if the beams were taken to final failure.
On the other hand, the Mpeak-exp achieved by DS-RGC-3-16.0 (74.2 kN-m) was much lower
compared to SG-RGC beams of similar ρf.

3.4. Midspan Deflection
3.4.1. At service load
Table 5 summarises the immediate midspan deflection at service condition Δs-exp of the tested
beams. The ISIS-07 criterion-based Δs-exp were 8.7 mm, 7.1 mm, and 10.6 mm for SG-RGC-219.0, SG-RGC-3-15.9, and SG-RGC-4-12.7, respectively, while the Δs-exp based from
Bischoff’s recommendation were 8.8 mm, 12.3 mm, and 11.5 mm, respectively. Generally,
comparable results were obtained for each criterion. The Δs-exp (7.3 mm and 8.0 mm based on
ISIS-07 and Bischoff, respectively) of SG-RGC-5-15.9 was generally lower than that of SGRGC with lower ρf. HG-RGC-3-15.9, on the other hand, yielded similar Δs-exp as SG-RGC with
comparable ρf, 10.0 mm based on ISIS-07 and 11.3 mm based on Bischoff’s criterion. In
general, the Δs-exp from Bischoff’s recommendation were more conservative than that of ISIS07 in terms of deflection limits set by ACI 440.1R-06 and CSA S806-12 (L/240 or 10.8 mm).
Thus, the criterion set by Bischoff should be used as the basis for designing GFRP-reinforced
geopolymer concrete beams. The Δs-exp of DS-RGC-3-16.0 was generally higher than that of its
SG-RGC counterparts.

3.4.2. At failure
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The measured Δu-exp of SG-RGC-2-19.0, SG-RGC-3-15.9, and SG-RGC-4-12.7 were 43.4 mm,
52.5 mm, and 53.2 mm, respectively. Except for SG-RGC-2-19.0, the recorded deflections
were almost analogous with each other. SG-RGC-5-15.9 yielded a lower Δu-exp (42.0 mm)
compared with the other beams due to its higher stiffness, owed to its higher amount of
reinforcements. This finding was also observed by Yoo et al. [30]. The Δu-exp of HG-RGC-315.9 (54.1 mm) was nearly comparable to SG-RGC with similar reinforcement ratios. The Δuexp

(28.4 mm) of the DS-RGC beam is much lower than that of the SG-RGC.

3.4.3. At the unloading phase
After removing the applied load, all the beams reinforced with GFRP bars tended to return to
their original position. The residual deflections, Δres-exp, of SG-RGC were comparable to that
of the HG-RGC beam, approximately equivalent to 14 mm. This finding proves the effective
flexural bond of the sand-coated GFRP bars in the geopolymer concrete. Furthermore, it also
shows the inherent elastic behaviour of the SG-RGC, mainly because of the partial
development of the tensile strength of the GFRP bars. The Δres-exp of DS-RGC was
approximately four times higher than that of SG-RGC owing to the inelastic yielding of the
steel bars.

3.5. Strain Distribution
Figure 8 shows the relationship between the applied moment and the midspan strains at the top
and bottom reinforcements, TB and BB, respectively, and on the top surface of the geopolymer
concrete (GC). The analogous curvature of the moment–strain curves in TB, BB, and GC
indicates the effectiveness of sand coating in anchoring the GFRP bars in the geopolymer
concrete. Interestingly, the shape of the moment–strain curves of the reinforcement is similar
to their load–deflection curves, including an initial linear segment with a steep slope, linear
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and nonlinear segments with reduced slope after cracking, and a nonlinear segment after the
crushing failure of the geopolymer concrete. The moment–strain curves of the geopolymer
concrete in compression zone consisted only of the first two segments since the strain gauges
were damaged after the crushing failure. The top GFRP bars, however, continued to provide
strain readings. This can be due to the confinement effect provided by the stirrups that protected
the bars from buckling and/or kinking.
Table 6 summarises the bar and concrete strains at service condition as defined by
Bischoff, at concrete crushing failure, and at peak load. SG-RGC with similar reinforcement
ratios yielded nearly comparable strains at different load stages. The tabulated values make it
clear, however, that increasing the reinforcement ratio would generally result in lower strains
at the bottom GFRP bars. The strain readings at service condition of DS-RGC were generally
lower than that of SG-RGC.

3.6. Cracking Behaviour
For all the tested beams, a few fine vertical flexural cracks first developed within the pure
bending-moment zone after the in-plane bending-moment exceeded the cracking moment of
the beams. As the applied load increases, these cracks became wider and propagated upward,
while new vertical cracks formed along the beams’ shear span. The vertical cracks in SG-RGC
and HG-RGC, at service condition, were generally wider than that of DS-RGC, owing to the
lower elastic modulus of GFRP bars compared with steel bars. With further loading, the vertical
cracks in the pure bending zone became even wider, while the inclined cracks, induced by shear
stress, formed along the shear span and then propagated towards the points of load application.
The rate of progress of the inclined cracks, however, slowed down with the initiation of
concrete crushing in the compression zone, thereby redistributing the stresses within the zone.
At the final loading stage, a marginal number of inclined cracks reached the crushed zone of
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the geopolymer concrete. Furthermore, all the beams experienced significant flexural cracking
before the inclined cracks joined the flexural cracks, thereby assuring that the beams failed in
flexure and not in shear.
Figure 9 depicts the crack pattern at peak of the tested beams. The number of cracks
developed along the span of DS-RGC was smaller than that of SG-RGC and HG-RGC, but the
cracks were wider and mostly concentrated at midspan, owing to yielding of the steel bars in
this region. The figure clearly shows that the cracks were distributed uniformly along the span
of SG-RGC, with a crack spacing of about 100 mm, similar to stirrup spacing. Ehsani et al.
[36] and Faza & Gangarao [6] also reported this uniform crack distribution for concrete beams
reinforced with sand-coated FRP bars. The tendency of the cracks to form at the stirrups
location was due to the loss of bond between the GFRP bars and the geopolymer concrete. The
stirrups caused the discontinuity of the mechanical interlock and friction force resistance of the
sand coating, thereby yielding a spike in the concrete stresses. This could also explain the
reason why there is no significant effect on the crack spacing upon doubling the amount of the
GFRP reinforcement, as was also reported by Theriault et al. [29] and Masmoudi [37]. The
absence of transverse reinforcements would increase the contact area between the longitudinal
GFRP reinforcements and the geopolymer concrete that would lead to an increase in the rate
of stress transfer from the reinforcements to the geopolymer concrete, thereby reducing the
crack spacing. The study conducted by Kassem et al. [26], on the other hand, showed that the
beams with bundled sand-coated FRP bars developed fewer cracks with wider spacing than
those with single bars owing to the better bond quality for single bars compared with bundled
bars. This crack spacing mechanism described as a function of bond between the reinforcement
and the concrete has been well researched and presented in the previous studies [38-43].
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Comparable crack patterns were observed between SG-RGC and HG-RGC with similar
ρf. The figure also demonstrates that the anchor heads have no significant influence on beam
cracking behaviour and that an adequate bond can be secured with sand coating alone.

4. Discussion
This section summarises the influence of the nominal bar diameter, reinforcement ratio, and
anchorage system on the flexural performance of the geopolymer concrete beams reinforced
with GFRP bars. A comparison between the experimental and theoretical results was also
presented in this section. The published results on FRP-reinforced concrete beams were
compared with the experimental results.

4.1. Influence of the Nominal Bar Diameter
This study utilised 12.7 mm, 15.9 mm, and 19.0 mm GFRP bars as longitudinal reinforcement
for geopolymer concrete beams. Based on the experimental results, the nominal bar diameter
had no significant effect on the flexural strength and serviceability performance of the
geopolymer concrete beams reinforced with sand-coated GFRP bars. Generally, SG-RGC-219.0, SG-RGC-3-15.9, and SG-RGC-4-12.7 yielded similar flexural strengths, load–deflection
characteristics, crack patterns, and deflections. The comparable behaviour of these beams can
be expected, since these beams were designed as over-reinforced and consequently, their
flexural behaviour would mainly depend on the properties of the geopolymer concrete and not
on the diameter of the GFRP bars. Furthermore, noting that all the tested beams were
manufactured with a single batch of geopolymer concrete, it can expected that beams with
similar reinforcement ratios would yield similar flexural performance.

4.2. Influence of the Reinforcement Ratio
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The flexural stiffness of the beams after cracking or the slope of the second segment of their
load-deflection curves increases as the reinforcement ratio increases. Thus, it can be deduced
from the experimental results that the serviceability performance of a GFRP-reinforced
geopolymer concrete beam can be enhanced by increasing the amount of longitudinal
reinforcement. This improvement can be clearly understood by imagining the bars as parallel
springs. As the number of bars increased, the overall stiffness also increased, thereby lowering
the deflection after cracking, limiting the crack width, and decreasing the strain in the
reinforcement. Yoo et al. [28] reported that the flexural stiffness increased with increasing
longitudinal rigidity (AfEf) and suggested that the reinforcement ratio should be increased in
order to control crack width effectively.
The cracking moments of all the tested beams are similar, since this parameter mainly
relied on the properties of the geopolymer concrete. The results also showed that doubling the
reinforcement ratio would not significantly enhance the beam load-carrying capacity up to the
point of geopolymer concrete crushing failure. This can be expected since all the tested beams
were over-reinforced and their strength would be predominantly controlled by the properties
of the geopolymer concrete. After the geopolymer concrete crushing failure, the GFRP bars
began to sustain several damages and hence, at this stage, the beam strength was influenced by
the amount longitudinal reinforcements. The load-carrying capacity of the beam with larger ρf
was higher than that of beams with lower ρf, although the increase was just marginal. This
result seems to corroborate with that of Kassem et al. [26] findings wherein they found out that
increasing ρf by 50% and 100% will marginally increase the flexural capacity by just 4% and
16 %, respectively. The study conducted by Kara et al. [44] showed that, for over-reinforced
FRP-reinforced concrete beams, a large increase in FRP reinforcement produced a modest
increase in normalised capacity. El-Nemr et al. [6], however, suggested that the influence of ρf
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on the strength of FRP-reinforced concrete beams could be fully realised when ρf is increased
three to four times.

4.3. Influence of the Anchorage System
The strength and serviceability performance of HG-RGC was nearly comparable to that of SGRGC. This can be expected since the straight and headed bars were fully bonded in the
geopolymer concrete, thereby yielding similar results. As reported by Maranan et al. [31], the
bond strength of the straight and headed GFRP bars approached similar performances as the
embedment length increased. Thus, it can be deduced that a composite action can be achieved
between the straight bars and the geopolymer concrete by fully embedding the bars in the
geopolymer concrete and that the friction and mechanical interlock resistance provided by the
sand coating were sufficient to produce a composite action between the GFRP bars and the
geopolymer concrete.

4.4. Comparison with Current Design Provisions
In this study, the empirical equations recommended by the CSA S806-12 and ACI 440.R-06
were employed to assess the strength and serviceability performance of SG-RGC and HGRGC, while the ACI 318-14 code was adapted for the DS-RGC beam. Using Equation 7, the
theoretical cracking moments, Mcr-theo, based on CSA and ACI are 11.1 kN-m and 11.5 kN-m,
respectively. The fr was calculated from Equation 8 for the CSA code. Equation 9, on the other
hand, was used for the ACI codes with the assumption that λ is equivalent to 1.0. Generally,
the predicted values were relatively close to the experimental results, with the ACI code
providing a more conservative estimate.
The theoretical flexural capacity at concrete crushing failure, Mu-theo, of SG-RGC and
HG-RGC were determined with Equation 10. In CSA S806-12, the bar stress, ff, was computed
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by solving first the neutral axis location, c, from Equation 11 and then substituting this value
to Equation 12. For ACI 440.1R-06, the ff was calculated with Equation 13. On the other hand,
Equation 14, recommended by ACI 318-08, predicted the flexural capacity of DS-RGC at steel
yielding failure. Table 4 summarises the Mu-theo of the tested beams. The values estimated
according to CSA S806-12 were higher than those predicted by ACI 440.1R-06, owing to the
β1 factor and the higher ε’cu normally assumed in CSA (0.0035) compared to ACI (0.003).
Generally, both prediction equations underestimated the flexural capacity of all the tested
beams. The average theoretical strengths of the beams based on ACI 440.1R-06 and CSA S80612 are 76 % and 81%, respectively, of the experimental flexural strengths. Generally, this
finding can be attributed to three major factors. First, the assumed concrete compressive strains
(0.003~0.0035) used in the predictions are lower compared to the actual strain recorded during
the flexural tests, which reached higher values ranging from 0.0042 to 0.0048. Second, the
prediction equations did not include the contribution of the reinforcement in the compression
zone. Finally, the confinement effect due to the lateral ties (stirrups) provided in the pure
bending-moment zone were not considered.
Equations 18 and 19 show the deflection formula recommended by the CSA S806-12
and ACI 440.1R-06 codes, respectively. In CSA S806-12, the coefficient η was computed from
Equation 20. In the case of ACI 440.1R-06, the effective moment of inertia (Ie) formula, a
concept that is used to describe presented in Equation 21 was employed to calculate the
midspan deflection. This formula, is Branson’s formula for steel-reinforced concrete (Equation
23) modified with by incorporating a reduction factor βd (Equation 22) to account for the
reduced tension stiffening in the FRP-reinforced members [45]. Table 5 summarises the
predicted midspan deflections at service condition Δs-theo of the tested beams based on ACI
4401.R-06. In general, the prediction equations underestimated the experimental results. The
estimated values based on Bischoff’s recommendations were more conservative than ISIS-07
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in terms of deflection limit L/240. Table 5 also shows the predicted midspan deflection at
failure Δu-theo of the tested beams. Again, both design equations did not conservatively estimate
beam Δu-theo. The degree of underestimation increased with an increase in the applied load,
owing to the overestimation of the tension stiffening parameter. Furthermore, these equations
were developed from a full-interaction analysis of transformed section wherein it is assumed
that no slip between the concrete and the reinforcements, which is not the case in the actual
condition. Visintin et al. [38] suggested the use of partial-interaction theory that allows the slip
between the reinforcement and concrete. Thus, considering the mentioned factors and the
concept of partial-interaction theory, an appropriate prediction equation is now being
developed for the proposed system.

4.5. Comparison between the Experimental Results and the FRP-Reinforced Concrete
Beams
Table 7 presents a comparison between the normalised bending-moment capacity (Mu/f’cbd2)
of the tested beams and the GFRP-reinforced concrete (GFRP-RC) beams obtained from the
previous studies. The considered GFRP-RC beams had dimensions, concrete strengths, and
reinforcement ratios nearly comparable to the tested beams. Furthermore, the GFRP bars were
also sand-coated and all the beams were designed as over-reinforced, such that they failed due
to crushing of concrete in the compression zone. Generally, the bending-moment capacity of
the tested beams was higher than the bending-moment of the GFRP-RC beams, mainly due to
the following factors. First, the geopolymer concrete had enhanced mechanical properties
compared to the conventional concrete of the same grade (higher compressive strain capacity
based on the flexural test of the beams and better tensile strength and improved modulus of
elasticity according to the compression test of the cylinders). Second, all the tested beams had
lateral ties within the pure bending-moment span, which provided confinement of the
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geopolymer concrete core, thereby increasing the beam strength and ductility. Lastly, the
tensile strength (617 MPa to 695 MPa) and modulus of elasticity (40 GPa to 55 GPa) of the
GFRP bars used in the previous studies were lower than the tensile strength and the modulus
of elasticity of the bars used in this study. The high compressive strain capacity of geopolymer
concrete was coupled with GFRP bars having a high tensile strength resulted in a beam with
high flexural strength and ductility. Table 6 shows the amount of tensile strains in the bottom
GFRP bars at geopolymer concrete crushing failure. These strains translate to a tensile stresses
than can reach up to 892 MPa. If the beams were reinforced with GFRP bars of lower tensile
strength, the beams will fail earlier due to bar rupture, yielding lower flexural strengths.

5. Conclusion
This paper presented an assessment of the strength and serviceability of geopolymer concrete
beams reinforced with GFRP bars subjected to four-point static bending testing. Based on the
experimental results and theoretical predictions, the following can be concluded:


The load-deflection curves of the beams with GFRP bars consist primarily of three
segments, including a steep linear branch that corresponds to cracked response of the
beam; linear and nonlinear segments with reduced slope that represent the cracked
response of the beam; and a nonlinear segment after the crushing failure of the
geopolymer concrete.



The beams reinforced with GFRP bars failed by concrete crushing failure, since they
were designed as over-reinforced, while the under-reinforced beam with steel bars
failed due to reinforcement yielding.



The bending-moment capacities at concrete crushing failure of GFRP-reinforced
geopolymer concrete beams were 1.2 to 1.5 times greater than that of steel-reinforced
geopolymer concrete beam with similar reinforcement ratio.
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The uncracked response of all the tested beams was similar since, at this stage, the
flexural performance of the beam was governed by the geopolymer concrete properties.



For beams with similar reinforcement ratios, it appears that the GFRP bar nominal
diameter had insignificant effect on their flexural behaviour.



Increasing the reinforcement ratio would enhance the serviceability performance of the
GFRP-reinforced geopolymer concrete beams. Doubling the reinforcement ratio,
however, did not increase the beams load-carrying capacity at concrete crushing failure
since the beams were designed as over-reinforced and therefore, their strength would
be dependent on the geopolymer concrete strength and not by bar rupture.



The mechanical interlock and friction force resistance provided by the sand coating,
bonded on the surface of the GFRP bars, were found to be adequate to secure a
composite action between the bars and the geopolymer concrete.



Generally, both the ACI-440.1R-06 and CSA S806-12 prediction equations
underestimated the flexural capacity of GFRP-reinforced geopolymer concrete beams.
This may be due to the following factors: lower compressive strains used in the
prediction (0.003 and 0.0035, respectively) compared to the actual strains
(0.0042~0.0048); neglection of the compression strength contribution of top GFRP
bars; and exclusion of the confinement effect of stirrups located in the pure bendingmoment zone.



The bending-moment capacity of GFRP-reinforced geopolymer concrete beams seems
to be higher than that of GFRP-reinforced concrete beams mainly because of the
enhanced mechanical properties of the geopolymer concrete compared to the
conventional concrete of the same grade. Further investigations, however, are needed
to support this generalisation.

Nomenclature
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a

beam shear span

b

beam width

c

neutral axis depth from the top compression fibre

d

beam effective depth

Ec

modulus of elasticity of the geopolymer concrete

Ef

modulus of elasticity of the GFRP bars

Es

modulus of elasticity of the steel bars

fr-exp

experimental modulus of rupture of the geopolymer concrete

fr-theo

theoretical modulus of rupture of the geopolymer concrete

ffu

guaranteed tensile strength of the GFRP bars

ff

tensile stress in the GFRP bars

fy

yield strength of the steel bars

f'c

compressive strength of the geopolymer concrete

h

beam total depth

Icr

cracked moment of inertia

Ie

effective moment of inertia

Ig

gross moment of inertia

L

beam clear span

Lg

uncracked beam length

Ma.

actual bending-moment

Mcr.

cracking moment

Mcr-exp

experimental cracking moment

Mcr-theo

theoretical cracking moment

Mpeak-exp

experimental peak bending-moment

Ms-exp

experimental bending-moment at service condition
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Mu-exp

experimental bending-moment at geopolymer concrete crushing failure

Mu-theo

theoretical bending-moment at geopolymer concrete crushing failure

Y

neutral axis depth from the top compression fibre

P

applied load

α1

constant variable

β1

constant variable

Δ

midspan deflection

Δpeak-exp

experimental midspan deflection at peak

Δs-exp

experimental midspan deflection at service load

Δu-exp

experimental midspan deflection at concrete crushing failure

Δu-theo

theoretical midspan deflection at concrete crushing failure

Δunl-exp

experimental midspan deflection at the unloaded phase

ε'cu

usable compressive strain of the geopolymer concrete

ε'cu-exp

experimental compressive strain at geopolymer concrete crushing failure

ε'c

peak strain, compressive strain at peak stress of the geopolymer concrete

εfu

ultimate usable tensile strain of the GFRP bars

η

constant variable

Øf

nominal diameter of the GFRP bars

Øs

diameter of the steel bars

ρb

balanced reinforcement ratio of the steel bars

ρf

reinforcement ratio of the GFRP bars

ρfb

balanced reinforcement ratio of the GFRP bars

ρs

reinforcement ratio of the steel bars
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